MON AMOUR’S REMIXES TERMS OF USE

18/01/2022
Hey — thank you for your interest in Stromae’s music!
Here you may download the stems of the song Mon amour and use them if you accept the
following principles and guidelines. They are simple and clear, so let’s stick to them.
FREE
The stems available here are downloadable for free.
REMIX ONLY
You are allowed to use the stems only to create your very own remix of the song Mon amour.
That means that you have to do your own stuff: something new, something different, something
unexpected, something that would catch Stromae’s ears.
You cannot pass the stems to someone else. You cannot use them as loops or to sample Mon
amour in a new track of yours.
NOTHING ELSE
The stems may not be distributed as such, individually or grouped, and they may not be
released as a track that could be confused with the original recording of Mon amour by Stromae.
NON-COMMERCIAL ONLINE USE
Your remix may only be released and streamed online, wherever and as long as you want, but
without making money of out it, i.e. whether by asking people to pay for it, using a platform
that would ask people to pay for it or get revenues from the monetization of your remix streams
(the remix will be considered as a user-generated content of Mon amour where applicable).
These are just examples but you got the point: you cannot make money directly or indirectly
from the uses your remix.
WHAT ABOUT COMMERCIAL USES THOUGH?
If you want to make money out of your remix or reproduce it on tangible media (such as vinyl
record for example) or if we would want to release it in commercial way, let’s get in touch and
try to find a deal (if any).
ATTRIBUTION
Your remix will have to feature Stromae as the primary artist and remain fully attributed to him.
Your remix will be titled like this: « Stromae’s Mon amour (<whatever you choose as a
description> Remix » or « Stromae’s Mon amour (<whatever you choose as a description>
Rework ».
So your name or pseudo will only appear, if you so wish, in the <whatever you choose as a
description> part of the remix title.

COPYRIGHT ETC
The master of your remix is yours (unless we would otherwise agree in case of a specific deal
for commercial use — see above) but the copyright and similar rights on the lyrics and
underlying composition of Mon amour are and remain the sole ownership of Stromae and the
other rightsholders of the song for the entire world. So you are not entitled to claim any
copyright share in or on the song Mon amour and/or your remix, which is deemed to be a
version of the original song for the purposes of copyright and similar laws. In other words, you
do not get an arranger or adaptor share for the remix.
YOUR DATA
We ask for your date of birth to check your age. We ask your real name and pseudo (if any) to
get acquainted and because we like to know who you are. We ask for a valid email address
because we may need to get in touch. These data are treated by Mosaert Label, whose
coordinates are detailed here: www.stromae.com/en/privacy-policy/.
We will not transfer or sell them and you have all rights granted under the GDPR in this respect.
Please send an email to privacy@mosaert.com if you have any question or issue.
IF YOU ARE A MINOR PERSON
In that case, you warrant that you may legally be bound and are entitled to enter into an
agreement under the laws of your country. If not, please walk away (sorry) and come back when
the issue is cleared.
Check this box if you have read and are ok with all this: [checkbox]. Thank you and be inspired!
[Click button to next page]

